
Krieger | AP English  

The JFK assignment  

Due: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 

Task:  

1. Rewrite your AP prompt for a higher grade. 
2. Complete a dialectical page for your rewrite (just as we did for the 

Apple OpEd article). You must include all of the rhetorical devices 
that you include in your rewrite. 

3. Write a reflection on what you did differently on your rewrite. Be 
sure to tell me how your rewrite is new and improved. 

 

Points: This assignment is worth up to 30 points + an improved score on your original prompt. 

In other words, let’s say your original score on the prompt was a 4. You can raise that score all the way 
up to a 9.  (That’s the maximum.) 

In addition, you can earn 10 points for doing the rewrite; 10 points for completing the dialectical page; 
10 points for the reflection.  Shoddy or incomplete work will be receive commensurate credit.  
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